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About This Game
Welcome to New Star Manager: The critically acclaimed game from Simon Read, creator of the BAFTA Award-winning New
Star Soccer series.
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So far loving it, no pay to play like people will tell you. You buy it, that's all you pay. Having played a couple of the series, this
one gives you much more. Management - keep those players happy, train them, etc. The matches are so much more involved as
well. Spending 20-30 passes trying to work a shooting chance feels like playing the Barcelona way.. Fm den daha eu011flenceli..
This is my first review. If any game deserves one this is it. This brings memories of Striker and Footballer of the Year on the Zx
Spectrum. A great take on a player management simulator. There's just enough stats to make business decisions but not too
many that it's a spreadsheet nightmare. I recommend this to anyone who wants a manager game that isn't as intense as the
Football Manager series. Oh and the random name generator can create some real Gems.. Better than fm. The game is a lot of
fun!! One word of caution, be sure to control your forwards manually because they have absolutely no comprehension of
'offside.' I easily have twice as many offsides per game than I do goals (I avg 4 goals/game- about 10 offsides per game.) Other
than that, easy to learn- tricky to master.. I really enjoy this game so far.. I don't normally write reviews but felt compelled to
here. I abolutely love this game. Can't stop playing it. Its not as deeply complex as Football Manager but its complex enough to
keep you hooked on your strategy. Great game play too and difficult enough for you to actually get excited when you score.
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Love it. Hours of entertainment.. Very good one.. Fm den daha elenceli.
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